
Warrior 1 Vertical Individual Bike Locker

Warrior Cycle Lockers are constructed by BikeAway in Plymouth from 
galvanised steel. Strengthening gussets, channel section and anti-jemmy plates 
are included to reinforce the structure. These lockers can be installed singly or 
in a row, including back-to-back.

The exterior of the locker is powder coat finished in British Racing Green or 
Oxford Blue with a punched cycle emblem on the door. Warrior is also available 
with the body of the locker having an unpainted galvanised finish and the door 
powder coat finished in Cement Grey.

Lock - Door secured using patented lock design constructed from a 6mm plate. 
Keyhole housing of the Sterling anti-drill padlock (supplied with 2 keys) and 
lock mechanism of cabinet are safe guarded by hardened steel plates. Plus, a 
feature unique to Warrior, doors are fitted with hinges and locking points that 
‘grab’ the sides of the locker. This makes levering open next to impossible.

An Individual Vertical Cycle Locker that is delivered fully assembled ready to be fixed to the ground or 
fitted by our team of fitters. 

Warrior has achieved Sold Secure Bicycle Diamond Standard - the highest accolade set for cycle storage. This is widely 
recognised within the insurance industry and approved by Secured by Design as a Police Preferred Specification.

CONSTRUCTION

The lockers are supplied with anchor bolts designed to be used on a flat 
concrete base. Any sloping or uneveness to the ground will be evident in the 
appearance of the lockers, although this will not affect how they function. 
For smartest finish, lockers can be fitted with adjustable legs to allow for any 
alterations in the gradient of the ground.

Tools required - 10mm masonry drill and 17mm socket drive.

FIXINGS

Dimensions Weight of Unit

680mm Wide

125KG1180mm Deep

1900mm High
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Parts of this locker are protected by UK patents – for further information please contact BikeAway Ltd

Doors are hinged on the right as you look at them and 
swing out to an angle of approximately 100 degrees.

           *magnetic coat hook not supplied.
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